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Abstract: Self-annihilating or decaying dark matter in the Galactic Halo may contribute to the observed flux of
cosmic particles, e.g. gammas, positrons or neutrinos. High-energy neutrinos can be detected with the IceCube
Neutrino Observatory, a cubic-kilometer-sized Cherenkov detector at the geographical South Pole. The additional
flux from dark matter annihilation depends on the density of dark matter in the direction of sight and is expected to
be larger in the direction of the galactic center and smaller in the direction of the anti-center. Given the large field
of view of IceCube, such a large-scale anisotropy would leave a characteristic imprint on multipole expansion
coefficients of the observed set of arrival directions in a high-purity muon neutrino event sample that can be
obtained by selecting up-going muon events. This imprint can be interpreted in terms of the thermally averaged
self-annihilation cross-section of dark-matter particles. We discuss the analysis of IceCube data in the 79-string
configuration, using neutrinos from the Northern hemisphere. This analysis improves in sensitivity with respect to
previous IceCube analyses. Resulting exclusion limits on the velocity averaged annihilation cross-section are
presented.
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1 Introduction
A variety of astronomical observations imply the existence
of non-baryonic cold dark matter in the Universe. The ve-
locity distribution of galaxy clusters suggests a mass con-
tent significantly higher than what should be expected from
observations of the luminous mass [1]. Also the rotation
profiles of galaxies show discrepancies to the expectation
that hint at the existence of a dark matter halo reaching out
far beyond the baryonic disc and bulge [1]. Based on, e.g.,
the anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background ob-
served by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe [2]
or Planck [3], a determination of cosmological parameters
is possible, which yields the concordance model of cosmol-
ogy with a dark matter content of about 22%. Large-scale
structure formation and N-body simulations favor cold dark
matter that consists of massive and non-relativistic parti-
cles. Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are
the generic candidates for cold dark matter in a mass range
from a few GeV up to several 100TeV [4, 5]. A promising
WIMP candidate is the lightest stable particle in minimal
super-symmetric extension to Standard Model.

If WIMPs are Majorana particles, they can self-annihilate
and produce Standard Model particles in the final state. Ob-
servable stable messenger particles (e.g. photons, neutri-
nos, charged cosmic rays), could be produced as annihila-
tion products, or in their decays. Since dark matter particles
may be bound in the Galactic Halo, we expect this excess
flux of neutral particles from self-annihilations to display
a large-scale anisotropy that should map the dark matter
density distribution in the galaxy. Due to the shape of the
halo, this flux should be stronger towards the central part of
our galaxy.

2 Neutrino flux from dark matter
annihilation in the Galactic Halo

Predicted dark matter density profiles are based on obser-
vations of dark-matter-dominated galaxies and simulations
of N-body systems [6]. An often used parametrization of a
spherically symmetric dark-matter density profile is
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ρ0(
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)γ

·
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, (1)

where r is the distance from the Galactic Center (GC) in
kpc and rs is a scaling radius [7]. Commonly, the Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) profile with the parameters rs = 20kpc
and (α,β ,γ) = (1,3,1) [8] is used. ρ0 is chosen such that
the local dark-matter density at the radius of the solar circle
RSC is 0.3GeV/cm3. Other common models are e.g. the
Moore profile [9] or the Burkert profile [10].

The flux from self-annihilating dark matter depends on
the density squared along the line of sight
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where ψ is the opening angle between the line of sight and
the GC [11]. RSC and ρ2

SC are constants for scaling and lmax
is approximately the radius of the Milky Way. The line-of-
sight integral for the Northern hemisphere is shown in Fig.
1. The flux is large in the direction of the galactic center
and small in the direction of the anti-center. Because the
galactic center is located on the Southern hemisphere at
right ascension (RA) 266.3◦ and declination (Dec) −29.0◦,
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the corresponding peak is not shown, but a large-scale
anisotropy is clearly visible.

The differential neutrino flux is given by [11]

dφν

dE
=
〈σAv〉

2
Ja(ψ)

RSCρ2
SC

4πm2
χ

dN

dE
. (3)

The factor 1/4π comes from isotropic emission of the
final-state products and mχ is the mass of the WIMP. dN

dE
is the energy spectrum of final-state neutrinos, which is
obtained by DarkSUSY [12] for benchmark WIMP masses
and annihilation channels. 〈σAv〉/2 is the velocity-averaged
self-annihilation cross-section per particle.

3 The IceCube Neutrino Observatory
IceCube is a Cherenkov neutrino detector located at the
geographic South Pole [13]. Neutrinos interact with the
clear Antarctic ice and produce secondary leptons and
hadrons. These relativistic secondary particles produce
Cherenkov light which is detected with Digital Optical
Modules (DOMs). IceCube consists of 86 strings each
instrumented with 60 DOMs, which are located at depths
from 1.45km to 2.45km below the surface. The strings are
arranged in a hexagonal pattern with an inter-string spacing
of 125m and a DOM-to-DOM distance of 17m. A more
densely instrumented sub-array called DeepCore, consisting
of eight densely-instrumented strings, has been embedded
to lowers the energy threshold from about 100GeV to about
10GeV [14]. The total instrumented volume is about one
km3. The detector construction was completed in December
2010.

4 Data Sample
This analysis uses data measured from June 2010 to May
2011, when IceCube was operating in its partial 79-string
configuration. Within the live-time Tlive of 316 days, 57281
up-going muon neutrinos from the Northern hemisphere
were detected. We use muon events with reconstructed de-
clinations of 0◦ to 90◦ to reduce the atmospheric muon
contamination of the sample. By means of a mixture of
straight cuts and a selection by a Boosted Decision Tree
(BDT) [15] the atmospheric muon contamination was re-
duced to < 3% [16, 17]. The resulting sample consists
mostly of atmospheric neutrinos, which are background for
the search of neutrinos from self-annihilating dark matter in
the galactic halo. Unlike signal, the integrated atmospheric
neutrino flux is nearly constant as function of RA [18].

5 Analysis Method
To search for the anisotropy caused by an additional flux
from WIMP annihilations in the Galactic Halo, we perform
a multipole expansion of the neutrino arrival directions in
equatorial coordinates. This is based on spherical harmonics

Y m
` (θ ,φ) =

√
(2`+1)(`−m)!

4π (`+m)!
Pm
` (cos(θ))exp(imφ)

(4)
where θ is the declination and φ is the right ascension. Pm

`
are the associated Legendre polynomials and build up the
canonical solution of the Legendre equation with −` ≤

Figure 1: The dimensionless line-of-sight integral for the
NFW model is shown for the northern hemisphere in equa-
torial coordinates. The anisotropy in the line-of-sight inte-
gral causes the anisotropy in the flux from self-annihilation
of dark matter in the galactic halo. The position of the galac-
tic center is indicated by the cross.

m≤ `, where `, m are separation constants [19]. Because
spherical harmonics build a complete set of orthonormal
functions on the full sphere Ω, all integrable functions
f (θ ,φ) in the range −π

2 ≤ θ ≤ π

2 and 0≤ φ ≤ 2π can be
expanded in terms of spherical harmonics with the complex
expansion coefficients

am
` =

∫
Ω

dΩ f (θ ,φ)Y m∗
` (θ ,φ). (5)

The expansion coefficients are calculated up to a maximal `
of `max = 100 using the software package HEALPix1 [20].
The skymap is described by

f (θ ,φ) =
Nν

∑
i=1

δ (cos(θ)− cos(θi)) ·δ (φ −φi), (6)

where (θi,φi) is the measured arrival direction of each neu-
trino, Nν is the total number of neutrinos on the skymap and
δ (x) is the Dirac delta distribution. To generate skymaps
of arrival directions, atmospheric neutrinos and missrecon-
structed muons are simulated as background, where decli-
nations are taken from experimental data and right ascen-
sions are uniformly randomized. Neutrinos from WIMP
annihilation in the Galactic Halo are generated taking into
account the line-of-sight integral, the angular resolution and
the detector acceptance. The number of events from WIMP
annihilation is varied in simulation. The number of events
per skymap is fixed to the total number of measured events
in the experimental sample by adding the remaining num-
ber of events from the background simulation. In Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 the mean absolute value, also called power, of pure
background and signal skymaps is shown. For background,
nearly all power is contained in a0

` -coefficients, but for sig-
nal there is also power in coefficients with small m. The
absolute value of the expansion coefficient is proportional
to the signal strength, which can be found by simulation.
In coefficients with large power there is also a preferred di-
rection, indicated by the phase of the expansion coefficient.
We combine phase and absolute value of the coefficient
by projecting the complex expansion coefficient am

` on the
expected phase of the coefficient am

`,halo from pure signal
skymaps. The resulting projection is given by

A m
` = ‖am

` ‖cos
(
arg(am

` )−
〈
arg
(
am
`,halo

)〉)
, (7)

1. http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov
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Figure 2: Shown is the logarithm of the absolute value for
all coefficients in the `-m-plane. The absolute value was
averaged over 1000 pure background skymaps.
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Figure 3: Shown is the logarithm of the absolute value for
all coefficients in the `-m-plane. The absolute value was
averaged over 1000 pure signal skymaps.

where arg
(
am
`

)
gives the phase of the complex number

am
` . To separate signal from background, we define a test

statistic based on the difference of A m
` to the background

estimation from atmospheric neutrinos A m
`,atm. The test

statistic is motivated by a weighted χ2-function and is given
by
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where 〈x〉 describes the mean and σ (x) the standard devia-
tion of the coefficients calculated from 1000 skymap simu-
lations. The weights
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are determined from pure halo signal skymaps. As can be
seen from equation (4), spherical harmonics with m = 0 are
independent of RA and just depend on declination. In the
test statistic, the coefficients with m = 0 are excluded to
reduce systematic uncertainties, which are dominated by
uncertainties in the zenith dependent detector acceptance.
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Figure 4: Test statistic D2 for pure background simulation
(solid) and simulations with small signal contributions. Nhalo
is the number of simulated neutrino arrival directions from
WIMP annihilation in the Galactic Halo.
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Figure 5: D2-distribution for background expectation
(solid) and the experimental observed value D2

exp (dashed).
The error of the background distribution reflects the simula-
tion statistics.

The test statistic D2 is plotted for pure background simula-
tion and simulation with small signal contribution in Fig. 4.
For each configuration 1000 skymaps were analyzed.

6 Results
The experimental value of the test statistic is D2

exp = 0.23.
This corresponds to an overfluctuation of 0.79σ . The prob-
ability to observe this value or higher from background-
only case is 22%. The background D2-distribution and the
measured D2

exp value are shown in Fig. 5.
Based on the Feldman-Cousins approach [21], the 90%

C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events has been
calculated to N90 = 1061. This number can be converted
to a limit on the velocity-averaged self-annihilation cross-
section by

〈σAv〉90 =
8πm2

χ

RSCρ2
SC

1
Tlive

1∫ ∫
J(ψ)Aeff

dNν

dE dEdΩ
N90, (10)

where Tlive is the live-time and Aeff is the effective area of
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Figure 6: Upper limits on velocity-averaged WIMP self-
annihilation cross-section from this analysis (IC79) and
limits from halo analyses of IceCube-22 [18] (both 90%
C.L.) and from the Fermi collaboration [22] (3σ C.L.). The
limits from Fermi-LAT [22] are scaled by a factor of 2,
to account for the different assumption on the local DM
density of 0.43GeV/cm3. The Fermi analysis region is
±15◦ in Galactic latitude, excluding the central ±5◦. The
baseline limit curves are calculated for the NFW profile.
The model-dependence (bands) has been estimated from
two more extreme cases of a cusped, and a flat-cored halo
model. The gray band describes the natural scale if all dark
matter consists of WIMPs.

uncertainty effect on 〈σAv〉
zenith acceptance < 1%
sky direction exposure ±1%
cosmic ray anisotropy ±3%
efficiency ±15%

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties

the detector, which includes the detection efficiency. The
resulting limits for the benchmark annihilation channels bb̄,
W+W−, µ+µ− and νν̄ are shown in Fig. 6. For comparison
the limits of halo analyses from IceCube-22 [18] and
Fermi [22] are also shown.

7 Systematic Uncertainties
The presented limits depend on the assumed halo density
model. We used the NFW halo model as a benchmark and
compare to the profiles by Moore [9] and Burkert [10]
(bands in Fig. 6). The model dependency of +12%/−1%
on 〈σAv〉 is much smaller than for galactic center searches,
because typical differences in the halo models are smaller
for the outer halo. Also the uncertainty is reduced with
respect to the previous IceCube analyses.

Systematic uncertainties resulting from the analysis
method itself are listed in Table 1. For a 5% flatter or

steeper zenith acceptance spectrum the value of N90, and
therefore of 〈σAv〉, increases by less than 1%. This small
dependency is a result of omitting coefficients which depend
on declination. A systematic uncertainty of the order of
3% on N90 arises from a potential anisotropy of cosmic
rays and the time-dependent exposure of the detector. A
further systematic uncertainty is the effective area of the
experiment. Our preliminary estimate based on the energy
range of this analysis is ±15%.

8 Conclusion
We present a search for self-annihilation of dark matter
with the partially instrumented IceCube detector in its
79-string configuration based on a multipole expansion
of the measured neutrino arrival directions. We search
for a large-scale anisotropy in neutrino arrival directions
from the Northern hemisphere, which corresponds to the
outer Galactic Halo. The observed test statistic value is
compatible with the null-hypothesis resulting in a limit
on the velocity averaged self-annihilation cross-section for
χχ → bb̄,W+W−,µ+µ−,νν̄ of the order of 10−18 cm3/s
to 10−22 cm3/s, assuming the NFW profile. Uncertainties
in the detector acceptance have been largely reduced by
obmitting expansion coefficients that depend on the zenith
angle. Due to these smaller systematic uncertainties, as well
as a larger detection efficiency the resulting sensitivity is
stronger with respect to previous studies [18], especially
in the low-mass region. However, due to the measured
overfluctuation in this analysis the limits are about a factor
two less constrained compared to the sensitivity.
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